DELMHORST MOISTURE DETECTION
Reliable information for better drying

Accurate moisture detection instruments help you make informed decisions about the restorative
drying process. In fact, knowing exactly where the moisture is and how much is critical for determining
which techniques, equipment and procedures will be most effective. Dri-Eaz is proud to partner with
GE Protimeter and Delmhorst Instrument Co. to provide the rugged, restoration-ready instruments
PROUDLY
you need to assess moisture content quickly and precisely.
BUILT IN USA

All Delmhorst
meters feature:
6

»» Rugged construction that ensures years of reliable use
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»» Sturdy shock-resistant plastic carrying case
»» 9V battery
»» 1 year no-hassle warranty
»» Plus, Delmhorst’s team of knowledgeable,
accessible technicians are standing by, ready
to offer technical assistance. And if service is
ever needed, Delmhorst offers quick turnaround
to get you back to work quickly.

1 QUICKNAV

Developed exclusively for Dri-Eaz, the fastacclimating easy-to-use QuickNav incorporates
a pin mode, a scan mode, and a thermohygrometer in a single handheld unit.

Instantly calculates dewpoint, grains per pound,
and vapor pressure. Package includes the
QuickNav meter, carrying case, 26-ES hammer
electrode, 21-E insulation electrode, 2-E short pin
electrode, and the exclusive 2-E/SPLIT electrode
with alligator clips for checking under cabinets
and other hard to reach areas.
»» Thermo-hygrometer measures RH and temperature;
calculates dew point, GPP, and vapor pressure
»» Backlit display, adjustable alarm, reading
hold feature
»» Correction scales include wood and drywall
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3 HT-4000

Fast and accurate readings for the
restoration professional

5 HT-3000

The HT-4000 is Delmhorst’s premier thermohygrometer – perfect for restoration contractors who
need a fast, accurate tool for locating and assessing
moisture. Use with a moisture meter during the
drying process and sign off the job with confidence.
Detachable RH sensor allows for concrete testing.
»» Latest thermo-hygrometer with increased speed
and accuracy
»» Removable hygrometer probe & 30% larger display
»» Instantly calculates dew point, grains per
pound and vapor pressure
»» ASTM F2170 compliant
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4 TECHCHECK PLUS PACKAGE
Versatile dual-mode meter

2 BD-2100

Versatility in a compact package

Equipped with pin-type sensors, the BD-2100 can
be used to measure moisture in wood, drywall
and non-wood materials.
»» Includes drywall percentage moisture content
scale – an exclusive Delmhorst feature.
»» Pin-type meter for wood, drywall and
non-wood reference
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TechCheck Plus provides handy dual-mode
moisture measurements at an economical price.
Includes 21-E insulation electrode, extra contact
pins for the meter, and carrying case.
»» Versatile dual-mode instrument
»» Use pins to probe up to 5/16 in. deep or scan
up to ¾ in. deep
»» Use the 3¼ in. 21-E to probe insulation
or other soft materials
»» Top mounted accessory port for
any Delmhorst accessory electrode.
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Dri-Eaz also has available
Delmhorst hammer probes
and baseboard probes as well
as a full array of replacement
pins, sensors and fittings.

The HT-3000 accurately measures
humidity and temperature and instantly
calculates grains per pound and dewpoint.

»» Measures humidity and temperature
»» Quickly calculates grains per pound and dewpoint
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6 NAVIGATOR PRO RESTORATION
PACKAGE (F462)

The complete moisture measurement kit

The Restoration Package includes everything the
professional restorer needs to detect, evaluate and
monitor moisture. Kit includes the Navigator Pro meter,
three types of electrodes, Delmhorst’s PC/KIT software
application program, connecting cable and the carrying
case – perfect for the restoration contractor.
»» Meter features pin and pinless modes
»» Built-in correction scales for drywall, concrete, and
common wood species
»» Thermo-hygrometer and data log memory functions
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